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Abstract

In 1960 Berge came up with the concept of perfect graphs, and in doing
so, conjectured some characteristics about them. A perfect graph is a
graph in which the chromatic number of every induced subgraph equals
the size of the largest clique of that subgraph [2]. Two conjectures are
now known as the Perfect Graph Theorem and the Strong Perfect Graph
Theorem. Both of these theorems make detemining if a graph is perfect
much easier than using the standard definition.

Simply looking at any graph which has not been colored or arranged in any
way tells very little about the relationship of the vertices. For example, look at
the graph below, we say to vertecies are adjacent if they have an edge between
them, which vertex is adjacent to the most vertecies? how many vertecies could
you take so that all the vertecies you select are adjacent to each other? If you
wanted to color each vertex in the graph so that it was not adjacent to a vertex
of the same color, how many colors would you need?

Let’s start with the first question, which vertex has the most neighbors,
vertecies adjacent to it? You might have guessed G, and you would be right,
but a guess is not enough. So, count the vertecies it is adjacent to, and see it
has six neighbors, which means it is connected to every vertex on the graph.
Therefore, it is surly has the most neighbors, but we have to count the neighbors
of the other vertecies to see that it is the only one with six neighbors. So, now
that we know which vertex is adjacent to the most vertecies, we can use this to
help answer our other questions.

We want to find the maximum number of vertecies we could take so that
all the vertecies selected are adjacent to one another. In our example we know
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we can use the middle vertex because it is connected to everything, so then we
choose any other two vertecies which are connected to each other. Say we choose
B and E, note all three vertecies are neighbors, so we look for a vertex which
is connected to all three of these, and we find C. Then, we can see the none
of the three remaining vertecies are connected to all of the vertecies we have
selected, so four is the most we have found given the decisions we have made so
far. Now, we would need to start over to come up with all of the combinations
of vertecies which are all neighbors, and if we did so, we would find other groups
of four which are all neighbors, but nothing larger.

What we have done in order to find the largest group of vertecies which are
all neighbors is found all possible cliques in the graph. A clique is an induced
subgraph where all vertecies are adjacent. An induced subgraph is a is a subset,
H, of the vertex set of a graph G where if x and y are two verticies of H, then
xy is an edge in H if and only if xy is an edge in G [2]. Which we can use
our largest clique size, four, to answer our last question: how many colors are
needed to color the graph so that no adjacent vertecies are the same color? If
a graph is colored, we know a lot about the graph without having to count
edges. The more colors a graph has the more connected the vertecies are, and
the number of times a color is used in a graph can sometimes tell us something
too.

What we are really wanting to know is the chromatic number of the graph.
The chromatic number of a graph H is the smallest integer k for which the
vertices of H can be colored by k colors so that adjacent vertices are colored
by different colors [2]. By definition every vertex in a clique is connected, so
we know the clique itself needs at least one color for each vertex, in our case
four colors. Now we have to look at the three vertecies not in our subset and
consider how we can color them by looking at which vertecies in our clique they
are not connected to and see if this color can be used. In our example, there are
much less edges and the largest clique size is 2 which is much easier to confirm
being perfect.

Definition (Berge, 1960). A perfect graph is a graph in which the chromatic
number of every induced subgraph equals the size of the largest clique of that
subgraph [2].

As shown in our very small example, checking a graph to be perfect using
the definition can take a lot of time, and intuitively would be extremely difficult
when a graph has a large number of edges, relative to its number of vertices.
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Consider that one must find the largest clique size in all induced subgraph,
then must compare this to the number of colors needed to color the graph in
order to use the perfect graph definition. If instead we inverted our graph to its
complement so that vertecies which were not connected now are, and vertecies
that were connected are no longer. When there are a large number of edges
relative to the number of vertecies in the original graph, we can see there would
be less edges in the complement which would make finding cliques easier because
there are less neighbors to consider. In instances like these, it is easier to use the
Perfect Graph Theorem to determine if the graph is perfect or not. Consider
the complement of our previous graph with a largest clique size of two.

Perfect Graph Theorem. The complement of a perfect graph is perfect [3].

Using this theorem when a graph does have lots of edges, we are able to use
the complement which can sometimes be quick to search for induced subgraphs
and cliques. While Berge originally conjectured this in 1960, the theorem was
not proven until 1972 by Lovász. The perfect graph theorem makes proving the
Strong Perfect Graph Theorem much easier.

The Perfect Graph Theorem can reduce search time in some cases, but still
requires the full definition of a perfect graph. However, the Strong Perfect
Graph Theorem allows us to look at one single characteristic, the graph’s holes,
in order to determine if the graph is perfect [1]. A hole is an induced cycle of
length at least four, and an antihole of a graph is a hole in the complement of
a graph [3]. A hole said to be odd if it contains an odd number of vertices.

Strong Perfect Graph Theorem. A graph is perfect if and only if it contains
no odd graph hole and no odd graph antihole [3].

Using this theorem, we are able to consider being perfect by only looking
for the odd cycles in a graph and its complement, and determining whether it
is odd or even. Intuitively this is easier than looking for all induced subgraphs
and their largest cliques.

The Strong Perfect Graph Theorem was conjectured by Berge in 1961, but
not proven until 2002 by Maria Chudnovsky, Neil Robertson, Paul Seymour,
Robin Thomas [1]. However, Chudnovsky et. al. used an approach to the
proof that was conjectured by Robertson, Seymour, Thomas, Michele Conforti
and Gérard Cornuéjols in 2001 [1]. Corforti et. al. proposed that if one could
prove all perfect graphs fall into one of five basic classes or four seperations,
that all graphs with on of these nine characteristics are perfect, and that these
nine characteristics are truly perfect and then they will satisfy the proof of the
perfect graph theorem [1]. The five classes are bipartite graphs, line graphs
of bipartite graphs, complementary graphs of bipartite grpahs, complements of
line graphs of bipartite graphs, and double split graphs.

Definition. Let G be a graph. The line graph L(G) of a graph G has vertex
set E(G), the set of edges of G, and e, f ∈ E(G) are adjacent in L(G) if they
share an end in G [3].
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Bipartite graphs are obviously perfect, as they are two colorable with a
largest clique size of two, and contain no odd hole or antihole because each
cycle has an even length. By Lováz’s proof of the Perfect Graph Theorem, we
are given that the complement of perfect graphs are perfect, so the complement
bipartite graphs are perfect. Also, if we can show that line graphs of bipartite
graphs are perfect, then we would be given the complements of line graphs of
bipartite graphs are perfect.

Cudnovsky et. al. suggest using Kónig’s Theorem to prove line graphs of
bipartite graps are perfect [3]. Intuitively however, we may reason why this
should be true. Cliques in a line graph are the sets of edges from the original
graph which share an endpoint. So for our purposes, the largest clique size will
be the same as the greatest number of edges connected to the same vertex in
the original bipartite graph. Consider the following graph,
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and think about how we can use three colors to color the line graph. When
coloring the line graph, really we can think about coloring the edges of the
bipartite graph such that no two edges sharing the same vertex are colored the
same. Thus, in our example, the clique resulting from the edges ending at vertex
1 will need three colors. Then, either of the colors not used to color the edge
from vertex 1 to vertex 4 can be used to color the edge connecting 2 and 4,
the first color can now be used to color the edge from vertex 2 to 7. The last
edge can be colored using the second color in this case because vertex 7 is not
connected to vertex 1.

König’s Theorem states that in any bipartite graph, the number of edges in
a matching containing the largest possible number of edges equals the number of
vertices in a vertex cover of smallest possible size [1]. A matching means no two
edges in our set have a vertex in common [1]. A vertex cover is a set of vertices
such that each edge of the graph is incident to at least one of vertex in the set [1].
So, König’s Theorem gives the structure of line graphs of bipartite graphs based
on the structure of the bipartite graph which proves the largest clique size is
always enough to color the graph. We also can see that line graphs of bipartite
graphs will only have even length holes due to the bipartite structure.

Definition. A graph G is a double split graph if V(G) can be partitioned
into four sets {a1, . . . , am}, {b1, . . . , bm}, {c1, . . . , cn}, and {d1, . . . , dn} for some
m,n ≥ 2, such that:
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• ai is adjacent to bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and cj is non adjacenet to dj for
1 ≤ j ≤ n

• there are no edges between {ai, bi} and {ai′ , bi′} for 1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ m, and
all four edges between {cj , dj} and {cj′ , dj′} for 1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ n

• there are exactly two edges between {ai, bi} and {cj , dj} for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and
1 ≤ j ≤ n, and these two edges have no common end [3].

By definition the complement of a double split graph is a double split graph.
So, simply considering a double split graph is perfect sufices. Using this defini-
tion we can see that each vertex in {c1, . . . , cn} must be a different color from
each other, but can be the same color as their partner in {d1, . . . , dn}. Then,
we could simply color the set {a1, . . . , am} one color and {b1, . . . , bm} a different
color since all ai and bi are not connect to another vertex in their respective
sets by the second bullet. This would result in a total of n+ 2 colors, and if this
was the best we could do and the graph truly is perfect, then we would be able
to find a clique of size n + 2. However, we cannot do this.

When trying to create a clique we can take {c1, . . . , cn} or {d1, . . . , dn} and
have a clique of size n, or take any vertex ai in {a1, . . . , am} and the vertecies
in {c1, . . . , cn} and {d1, . . . , dn} that are adjacent to ai to get a clique of size
n+ 1. However, if we try to include the last color by adding bi, we see the only
vertex bi is connected to is ai. If we include any other element of {b1, . . . , bm},
then it is not adjacent to ai. Thus, no clique of size n + 2 exists, so we must
be able to color our graph with one less color. Since the inclusion of ai and bi
in the same clique poses us a problem, we should consider what we know about
these vertecies to see if how we can recolor our graph.

We know that for each pair ak and bk, they are only connected to one of
c1 and d1 without both being connected to the same edge. So, originally we
colored each ci a different color, and each dj the same as cj . If we keep this
partial coloring, but instead of both c1 and d1 being color 1, we now change c1
to color 0, unique from the n colors used already. Then for each i in 1, . . . ,m,
color ai color 1 if adjacent to c1 and color 0 if adjacent to d1, and do the same
for bi. Now we have only used n + 1 colors, and we have already found a clique
with this number. So, the whole graph can be colored by its largest clique size,
and the next step would be to show this could be done for any induced subgraph
which will not be approached here.

After Chudnovsky et. al. proved the basic classes and decompositions are
perfect and contain no odd holes or odd antiholes, it is important to show these
cases cover all perfect graphs [3]. Chudnovsky et. al. approached each class
and separation simultaneously, noting the perfect grpah had to fall into one of
11 classes which covers what had to be true of a perfect graph which failed
to fall into one of the cases [3]. Each subsequent class is a subset of the other,
mahching what had to be true if the given perfect graph did not fall into specific
basic classes and decomposition [3]. When they reached the eleventh step to
this proof, they were able to prove the perfect graph left has antiholes of length
four only, this means the theorem holds for all perfect graphs [3]. They used
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this method by considering what they knew about perfect graphs and their
structure, and what had to be true if it did not fall under each subsequent case.

Step one of the proof states that any graph G, with every hole and antihole
of even length, either is a line graph of a bipartite graph, separates into a
proper 2-join, separates into a balanced skew partition, or for every bipartite
subdivision H of K4, every induced subgraph of G is isomorphic to L(H) is
degenerate [3]. If one of these does not hold for G, one holds for the complement
of G [3]. Then they use the bipartite subdivision class to move forward stating
the perfect graphs falling into this class either G = L(K3,3), can be separated
into a balanced skew partition, or no induced subgraph of G is isomorphic to
L(K3,3) [3].

In total there were 11 steps to this proof, each one requiring subclaims and
proofs to validate [3]. The proof of the Strong Perfect Graph Theorem earned its
authors the 2009 Fulkerson Prize from the American Mathematical Society and
a $10,000 prize from Cornuéjols at Carnegie Mellon University [1]. Cornuéjols
was one of the mathematicians who proposed the approach used to prove the
theorem. The proof was not published until 2006 although written in 2002 [1].

We can see the Strong Perfect Graph Theorem reduces the amount of time
we would need to find if a graph is perfect. In our first graph, instead of going
through all of the induced subgraphs, we only need to look at the complement
and see the largest hole has four vertecies which is even, thus our graph is
perfect. The proof of the Strong Perfect Graph Theorem is quite involved, but
by knowing a graph is perfect we know a lot about it (largest clique size based
on coloring, it fits into one of nine traits, etc.) and we only know this because
of Berge’s original conjecture in 1961 and Cudnovsky, Robertson, Seymour, and
Thomas in 2006.
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